
 

 

 
 

 

TO: Whom It May Concern 
 

FROM: Jack Cooper Investments, Inc. 

DATE: March 23, 2020 

RE: Continued Business Operations of Jack Cooper Investments, Inc. 

 

Jack Cooper Investments, Inc. and its subsidiaries (collectively, “Jack Cooper”) provide 

car hauling and other finished-vehicle logistics services. Our business is a critical supplier for 

vehicle manufacturers such as GM, Ford, and Fiat Chrysler, who supply critical goods necessary 

for the country’s transportation and infrastructure systems.  At this time, a large number of Jack 

Cooper’s employees, most of whom are professional truck drivers, must travel to various delivery 

points and Jack Cooper terminals to perform essential activities for transporting finished vehicles.  

These essential activities cannot be performed remotely.  As the work of transporting finished 

vehicles is required to support critical infrastructure, our employees therefore constitute “essential 

critical infrastructure workers” (as further detailed below) and should be exempt from state, 

county, and municipal orders that otherwise require certain residents within a certain jurisdiction 

to work at home or shelter in place. 

 

On March 16, 2020, the White House published “The President’s Coronavirus Guidelines 

for America,” which states that employees in critical infrastructure industries “have a special 

responsibility to maintain [their] normal work schedule.”  On March 19, 2020, the federal 

government, through the Director of the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, 

issued guidance (“Federal Guidance,”) on the types of workers that constitute “essential critical 

infrastructure workers” – workers “who conduct a range of operations and services that are 

essential to continued critical infrastructure viability”.  Among those types of “essential critical 

infrastructure workers” are employees in the “Transportation and Logistics” category, which is 

applicable to Jack Cooper employees whose “normal work schedule” must be maintained.   

 

Jack Cooper’s employees clearly fall within the definition of “essential critical 

infrastructure workers.”  Jack Cooper provides shipments of vehicles that ultimately are sold to 

families who use the vehicles for essential activities such as shopping for groceries and commuting 

to work at essential businesses.  Additionally, the vehicles shipped by Jack Cooper could be 

purchased by transportation providers such as taxi services, Uber/Lyft ride share services, and by 

first responders such as police and government personnel.  Further, Jack Cooper’s operations are 

critical to rail operations in key locations where vehicles are loaded and unloaded onto railcars.   
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In short, the critical transportation and logistics services provided by Jack Cooper are 

necessary to support the timely and sustained movement of vehicles that comprise part of the fabric 

of the nation’s infrastructure, and generally to ensure the continued operation of the nation’s supply 

chains.  It is necessary for the majority of Jack Cooper’s workforce to conduct those functions to 

continue to work outside their primary residence on their “normal work schedule”, being necessary 

to support critical infrastructure functions in the transportation/logistics sector.  Further, the 

facilities where such employees work must remain open to the extent necessary to facilitate Jack 

Cooper’s business, which – for the reasons described above – both supports, and is itself, critical 

infrastructure. 

 

Steps have been taken to protect employees from exposure to COVID-19 while they are at 

work.  This includes daily professional cleaning services, industrial strength cleaning products, 

masks and gloves where supplies are available, and social distancing.  If you have any questions 

or concerns about Jack Cooper’s continued operations in its physical offices and on the nation’s 

roads and highways and how they constitute critical infrastructure, please do not hesitate to contact 

me. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Craig Irwin 

President of Jack Cooper Transport 

cirwin@jackcooper.com 

 

 


